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Currently, tasks for the Bebras contest are prepared in one of two formats:
LibreOffice Writer (ODT) or plain HTML. Most of the post-processing and conversion 
work we do is manual. This poster depicts a set of tools we are developing for the 
Swiss Bebras contest to more easily and automatically write, process, and publish 

tasks, based around a Markdown/YAML representation of the task.
The tools feature query, conversion, and verification of (properties of) task files.
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Example of a task written in Markdown with YAML metadata at the start. Here, the editor is Microsoft’s 
cross-platform Visual Studio Code (VS Code) with live custom preview. Our plugin takes care of the custom 
formatting and rendering of the metadata, as well as warnings and errors underlined in the source file.

2000-AA-01.html
Standalone, static, feels like the 
HTML used in the community; 
responsive CSS

$ bebras upload <contest-server>

Upload—doesn’t exist yet!
We could have an automated way to upload a 
local task to a contest backend like cuttle.org—
or sync local changes and corrections. Avoids 
having multiple versions of the tasks to 
manually maintain.

$ bebras convert html

HTML Conversion
Done either from VS Code, or via command-line 
tool. Based on markdown-it + Bebras plugin. 
Used by VS Code plugin for live previews.

2000-AA-01.pdf
With PDF bookmarks 
and metadata (e.g. 
authors)

2000-AA-01.pdfmeta.json
Chaptering/bookmarking 
data for PDF file

$ bebras concat

SeveralTasks.pdf
Generated by concatenating task 
PDFs and by adapting metadata 
and bookmarks)

2000-AA-01.tex
With conversion of 
SVG images

Brochure.pdf
LaTeX-grade output, with 
chapters, bookmarks, 
preamble, author list, etc.

$ pdflatex

$ bebras check

Consistency & completeness
• Difficulty levels
• Task ID
• Categories
• Contributor format, countries, emails
• Support files and licenses…
Used by VS Code plugin for error/warning 
reporting directly in editor.

2000-AA-01.task.json
Metadata translated from YAML, 
AST in JSON for task contents, 
easy to parse, adheres to schema

DataFromTasks.csv
Easy to import into 
spreadsheets

$ bebras query <options>

Quick queries
Output properties from task or from 
metadata, using the powerful jq 
JSON-based query tool, e.g.:
• List of all task IDs
• List of all authors from multiple tasks
• Average text length of task bodies
• Number of interactive tasks…

Legend

Source file
    Directly editable

Final production file
    Meant to be published

Intermediate generated file
    Viewable, for internal use

Intermediate generated file
    For use mainly by tools

Files

$ bebras <command> <task-file>
$ bebras -r <command> <folder>

Toolchain commands
beginning with bebras

Consists of a series of node.js-based, 
platform-independent terminal 
commands, completed by a VS Code 
plugin which is just a bridge for the 
HTML renderer and the consistency 
checker. Commands process individual 
task files or all task files in a given folder.

Commands

Ben-Ari, M.: Constructivism in computer 
science education. ACM SIGCSE 
Bulletin, 30(1), 257–261 (1998)

$ bebras summarize <options>

Aggregation
Useful to sum up in a single table data 
about tasks, e.g. list of tasks with 
difficulties for each age category

$ bebras convert pdf

PDF Conversion via HTML

Generated via puppeteer (headless 
Chromium) from HTML file and metadata, 
layout and pagination done in CSS.

$ bebras convert tex

LaTeX Conversion
Generated from JSON AST, auto 
custom LaTeX goodies (e.g. math 
mode for numbers in text).

Downsides and tradeoffs         • Not as visual as traditional word-processing app      • Not as flexible as HTML (no interactivity or script embedding)      • New tools in established community

2000-AA-01.task.md
Unique source Markdown file

2000-AA-01_image.svg
Auxiliary referenced image files

Metadata: YAML

Metadata is hard to parse 
consistently and reliably in ODT or 
HTML as the community uses 
them now. We use YAML (human-
readable) in the task file.

Content: Markdown

Simple, human-readable syntax. 
Based on CommonMark; 
extended Markdown syntax for 
image placement, LaTeX formula, 
tables.

A project by

Text format!

Text-only format all the way.
• Easy to store, view, diff, etc. in 
source-control systems. Text files 
are better suited than binary files.
• Free choice of editor (and rest of 
toolchain). VS Code has live 
preview with support fur custom 
rendering—but it’s just a regular 
text file, anything goes.


